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Visit Website The collision caused a massive explosion that showered burning debris over surrounding
buildings and onto the streets below. It immediately became clear that America was under attack. September
11, , was the deadliest day in history for New York City firefighters: Some of the terrorists had lived in the
United States for more than a year and had taken flying lessons at American commercial flight schools. The 19
terrorists easily smuggled box-cutters and knives through security at three East Coast airports and boarded
four early-morning flights bound for California , chosen because the planes were loaded with fuel for the long
transcontinental journey. Soon after takeoff, the terrorists commandeered the four planes and took the controls,
transforming ordinary passenger jets into guided missiles. Jet fuel from the Boeing caused a devastating
inferno that led to the structural collapse of a portion of the giant concrete building, which is the headquarters
of the U. All told, military personnel and civilians were killed in the Pentagon, along with all 64 people aboard
the airliner. Twin Towers Collapse Less than 15 minutes after the terrorists struck the nerve center of the U.
The structural steel of the skyscraper, built to withstand winds in excess of miles per hour and a large
conventional fire, could not withstand the tremendous heat generated by the burning jet fuel. Only six people
in the World Trade Center towers at the time of their collapse survived. Almost 10, others were treated for
injuries, many severe. Because the plane had been delayed in taking off, passengers on board learned of events
in New York and Washington via cell phone and Airfone calls to the ground. Knowing that the aircraft was
not returning to an airport as the hijackers claimed, a group of passengers and flight attendants planned an
insurrection. One of the passengers, Thomas Burnett, Jr. I love you, honey. Sandy Bradshaw, a flight
attendant, called her husband and explained that she had slipped into a galley and was filling pitchers with
boiling water. The plane then flipped over and sped toward the ground at upwards of miles per hour, crashing
in a rural field near Shanksville in western Pennsylvania at All 44 people aboard were killed. Its intended
target is not known, but theories include the White House , the U. Capitol, the Camp David presidential retreat
in Maryland or one of several nuclear power plants along the eastern seaboard. At the World Trade Center, 2,
died after the two planes slammed into the twin towers. That figure includes firefighters and paramedics, 23
New York City police officers and 37 Port Authority police officers who were struggling to complete an
evacuation of the buildings and save the office workers trapped on higher floors. At the Pentagon, people were
killed, including 64 on American Airlines Flight 77, the airliner that struck the building. On Flight 93 , 44
people died when the plane crash-landed in Pennsylvania. America Responds At 7 p. Bush , who was in
Florida at the time of the attacks and had spent the day being shuttled around the country because of security
concerns, returned to the White House. These acts shatter steel, but they cannot dent the steel of American
resolve. Within two months, U. Osama bin Laden, the mastermind behind the September 11th attacks,
remained at large until May 2, , when he was finally tracked down and killed by U. In June , President Barack
Obama announced the beginning of large-scale troop withdrawals from Afghanistan. September 11th Terror
Attacks Fast Facts. Start your free trial today.
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The encyclopedia is relatively unique in covering the events of 9/" - Reference Reviews " The 9/11 Encyclopedia astutely
shifts through the mountain of information on the events surrounding the attacks and presents users with an easily
accessible format for investigation of topics from 'Al Qaeda' to 'Ayman al-Zawahiri.'.

Nineteen members of the al-Qaida terrorist network hijacked four commercial airliners, crashing two into the
twin towers of the World Trade Center in New York City and one into the Pentagon in Washington. The
fourth plane crashed in rural Pennsylvania. Thus began a new global conflict, a "war on terror," that had
profound effects upon American society, culture, and role in world affairs. He had helped his nephew plan the
attack on the World Trade Center. In he went to Afghanistan to join forces with al-Qaida, headed by Osama
bin Laden. The key hijackers entered the United States legally in The plan was to attack the World Trade
Center as the symbol of capitalism, the Pentagon as the symbol of American power, and the Capitol or White
House as the source of American political authority. The four hijackings were timed to be simultaneous. The
Air Force defense system, NORAD, did have a few F fighter planes available, but no one had planned for
airliners turned into weapons of mass destruction. Communication breakdowns meant that the Air Force was
unable to intercept the first three planes. They organized themselves spontaneously and rushed the hijackers,
who deliberately crashed the plane before reaching Washington. For years afterward the nation searched for
overlooked clues. Amidst the millions of bits of evidence there was no smoking gunâ€”no decisive piece of
information that if understood and acted upon beforehand could surely have prevented the disaster. On most
days 50, people worked at the World Trade Center, and another forty thousand had appointments there. The
two planes struck at 8: The towers survived the impact of the huge aircraft, but the burning fuel weakened
their steel support systems and both collapsed straight down, leaving a gigantic hole in lower Manhattan.
Nearly three thousand people were killed by the four plane crashes. The world gasped in disbelief at the
attacks, which live television broadcast in horrifying detail. Sympathy poured in from across the globe. There
was no panic, rioting, looting, or despair. People took care of each other, gathering in grief to honor the
victims and help the survivors. From across the country and all over the world fire and police departments sent
rescue units as a symbolic gesture to honor the firefighters and sixty police officers killed in helping over 25,
people escape. Psychologically, the nation joined together in a unity that had not been seen since the end of
World War II. Over a billion dollars in voluntary contributions poured in to help the families of the victims.
The overall economy had already slipped into a downturn and 9â€”11 made the recession worse. Bush, after a
few hours of embarrassing confusion on September 11, addressed the nation. He told Congress on September
20, , that this was war. He blamed al-Qaida, explaining that it practiced a form of extremism that perverted the
peaceful teachings of Islam. It had established a base in remote Afghanistan, protected by the Taliban regime.
Bush issued an ultimatum: Bush emphasized that Americans respected the Muslim religion but he promised to
systematically destroy the terroristsâ€”to hunt them down cave-by-cave and destroy them everywhere in the
world. No government would be allowed to harbor them. On September 14, Congress authorized President
Bush "to use all necessary and appropriate force against those nations, organizations, or persons he determines
planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks that occurred on September 11, , or harbored
such organizations or persons, in order to prevent any future acts of international terrorism against the United
States by such nations, organizations, or persons. The immediate threat was in Afghanistan, and within weeks
American special operations forces aided by air power assisted local forces in overthrowing the Taliban. He
explained that global peace could never be assured as long as those states threatened to support terrorism and
had the capacity and incentive to make weapons of mass destruction. Proceeding without United Nations
authorization, despite repeated efforts to gain UN support, America and its coalition partners demanded that
Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein resign; when he refused they invaded Iraq and ousted him in March The
PATRIOT Act significantly enhanced the ability of law enforcement agencies to trace terrorist cells, especially
those using the phone system or the Internet ; to share information among many different security agencies;
and to seize the financial assets used by terrorists. The millions who waited in much longer lines for airport
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inspections did not complain, for a heightened sense of security was essential to the restoration of confidence
in the safety of the transportation industry. Despite some fears that Americans would take out their frustration
on Muslims in the United States, nothing of the sort happened. Law enforcement did, however, increase
surveillance of foreigners from the Mideast, leading to debates about the wisdom of ethnic profiling. The
second most important domestic result was the reorganization of multiple federal agencies dealing with
terrorism. Twenty-two different agencies with , employees merged into the Department of Homeland Security
in the largest reorganization of the federal government in fifty years. The new department included the Secret
Service; the Coast Guard; Customs, Immigration and Naturalization; and the Transportation Security
Administration which took over airport security from private firms. They remained independent, while
promising better coordination and information sharing, as well as redefinition of their primary mission as
combating terrorism inside the United States and worldwide. September 11, was a turning point for the nation.
The number one reason for having a strong national government in the first place was to provide defense
against attacks. In the past this had always meant some sort of threat from a major nation. Now the threat was
invisible, insidious, and of uncertain dimensions. Out of the Blue: The story of September 11, , from Jihad to
Ground Zero. By the writers, reporters and editors of Der Spiegel Magazine. Rise of the Vulcans: Edited by
Mitchel Levitas, et al. Internet Resources Bush, George W. Journal of Homeland Security. Anser Institute for
Homeland Security.
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9/11 ATTACK9/11 ATTACK. On Tuesday, 11 September , nineteen members of the Islamic terrorist group Al Qaeda
perpetrated a devastating, deadly assault on the United States, crashing airplanes into the Pentagon and the World
Trade Center, killing thousands.

Osama bin Laden traveled to Afghanistan and helped organize Arab mujahideen to resist the Soviets. Muslim
legal scholars "have throughout Islamic history unanimously agreed that the jihad is an individual duty if the
enemy destroys the Muslim countries", according to bin Laden. Osama bin Laden , Death of Osama bin Laden
, and Videos of Osama bin Laden Osama bin Laden at about 40 years of age, Bin Laden orchestrated the
attacks and initially denied involvement but later recanted his false statements. In the video, bin Laden is seen
talking to Khaled al-Harbi and admits foreknowledge of the attacks. In the video, he said: It has become clear
that the West in general and America in particular have an unspeakable hatred for Islam. It is the hatred of
crusaders. Terrorism against America deserves to be praised because it was a response to injustice, aimed at
forcing America to stop its support for Israel, which kills our people. We say that the end of the United States
is imminent, whether Bin Laden or his followers are alive or dead, for the awakening of the Muslim umma
nation has occurred but he stopped short of admitting responsibility for the attacks. Shortly before the U. He
admitted his direct link to the attacks and said they were carried out because: As you undermine our security,
we undermine yours. He was then held at multiple CIA secret prisons and Guantanamo Bay where he was
interrogated and tortured with methods including waterboarding. At the same time, another 17 al-Qaeda
members were sentenced to penalties of between six and eleven years. He was sentenced to life without parole
in the United States. He was released in October , and deported to Morocco. In , al-Qaeda wrote, "for over
seven years the United States has been occupying the lands of Islam in the holiest of places, the Arabian
Peninsula, plundering its riches, dictating to its rulers, humiliating its people, terrorizing its neighbors, and
turning its bases in the Peninsula into a spearhead through which to fight the neighboring Muslim peoples.
Planning of the September 11 attacks Map showing the attacks on the World Trade Center the planes are not
drawn to scale The idea for the attacks came from Khalid Sheikh Mohammed , who first presented it to Osama
bin Laden in A series of meetings occurred in early , involving Mohammed, bin Laden, and his deputy
Mohammed Atef. Bank Tower in Los Angeles because "there was not enough time to prepare for such an
operation". Hazmi and Mihdhar arrived in the United States in mid-January While the agency feared that
"Something nefarious might be afoot", it took no further action. While Alec Station alerted intelligence
agencies worldwide about this fact, it did not share this information with the FBI. They had specific
information about individual terrorists. None of that information got to me or the White House. The CIA never
responded. The Intelink database informed her not to share intelligence material on the meeting to criminal
investigators. Their request to search his laptop was denied by FBI headquarters due to the lack of probable
cause. American Airlines Flight United Airlines Flight The hijackers flew the plane into the western facade
of the Pentagon in Arlington County, Virginia , at 9: As passengers attempted to subdue the hijackers, the
aircraft crashed into a field in Stonycreek Township near Shanksville, Pennsylvania , at Media coverage was
extensive during the attacks and aftermath, beginning moments after the first crash into the World Trade
Center. Among the unconfirmed and often contradictory news reports aired throughout the day, one of the
most prevalent said a car bomb had been detonated at the U. Of these, 70 were civilians and 55 were military
personnel, many of whom worked for the United States Army or the United States Navy. The Army lost 47
civilian employees, six civilian contractors, and 22 soldiers, while the Navy lost six civilian employees, three
civilian contractors, and 33 sailors. The destruction of all three staircases in the tower when Flight 11 hit made
it impossible for anyone above the impact zone to escape. New York City operators who received calls from
people inside the tower were not well informed of the situation as it rapidly unfolded and as a result, told
callers not to descend the tower on their own.
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The 9/11 Encyclopedia, 2nd Edition. by Stephen E. Atkins, Editor. Few events in the past 50 years have impacted
American life as greatly as the terrorist attacks of September 11, What transpired that single day played as much of a
role in shaping our current domestic and forei.

In , after 19 militants associated with al-Qaeda staged the September 11 attacks, the United States led a
coalition that overthrew the Taliban in Afghanistan. In the early morning of August 29, , Atta called
Binalshibh and said he had a riddle that he was trying to solve: Putting it together, it meant that the attacks
would occur on , or 11 September in most countries the day precedes the month in numeric dates, but in the
United States the month precedes the day; hence, it was in the United States. On September 5 Binalshibh left
Germany for Pakistan. Once there he sent a messenger to Afghanistan to inform bin Laden about both the day
of the attack and its scope. The attacks On September 11, , groups of attackers boarded four domestic aircraft
at three East Coast airports, and soon after takeoff they disabled the crews, some of whom may have been
stabbed with box cutters the hijackers were secreting. The hijackers then took control of the aircraft, all large
and bound for the West Coast with full loads of fuel. Most observers construed this initially to be an accident
involving a small commuter plane. The second plane, United Airlines flight , also from Boston, struck the
south tower 17 minutes later. At this point there was no doubt that the United States was under attack. Each
structure was badly damaged by the impact and erupted into flames. Office workers who were trapped above
the points of impact in some cases leapt to their deaths rather than face the infernos now raging inside the
towers. Minutes later the Federal Aviation Authority ordered a nationwide ground stop, and within the next
hour at Mohammed AttaPhotograph from a security camera at the Portland, Maine, airport showing lead
hijacker Mohammed Atta passing through a security checkpoint at 5: Department of Defense September 11
attacks: United Airlines flight 93, PennsylvaniaWreckage of United Airlines flight 93, which was crashed
during the terrorist attacks of September 11, , near Shanksville, Pennsylvania. Clouds of smoke and debris
quickly filled the streets of Lower Manhattan. Office workers and residents ran in panic as they tried to
outpace the billowing debris clouds. A number of other buildings adjacent to the twin towers suffered serious
damage, and several subsequently fell. Fires at the World Trade Center site smoldered for more than three
months. Courtesy of the Prints and Photographs Division. Library of Congress People fleeing as the south
tower of the World Trade Center collapses as a result of the September 11 attacks, Stock footage courtesy The
WPA Film Library Rescue operations began almost immediately as the country and the world sought to come
to grips with the enormity of the losses. Nearly 3, people had perished: Included in the total in New York City
were more than police officers and firefighters, who had lost their lives after rushing to the scene and into the
towers. Navy On the morning of September 11, President Bush had been visiting a second-grade classroom in
Sarasota , Florida , when he was informed that a plane had flown into the World Trade Center. America is
under attack. Bush conferring with his chief of staff aboard Air Force One, September 11, Bush conferring
with Vice Pres. Bush addressing the country from the Oval Office on September 11, Dick Cheney talking on
the phone with Pres. Standing on top of a wrecked fire truck , Bush grabbed a bullhorn to address the rescue
workers working feverishly to find any survivors. When one of the workers said that he could not hear what
the president was saying, Bush made one of the most memorable remarks of his presidency: Bush addressing a
crowd as he stands on rubble at the World Trade Center site in New York City three days after the September
11 attacks of Secretary of State Colin Powell describing the need for responding with equanimity to the
September 11 attacks, The rest of the world hears you. And the people who knocked these buildings down
will hear from all of us soon. Hundreds of thousands of people witnessed the attacks firsthand many onlookers
photographed events or recorded them with video cameras , and millions watched the tragedy unfold live on
television. Notices and pictures of missing persons posted on a mailbox in New York City following the
September 11, , terrorist attacks. Markets afterward suffered record losses. The attacks also stranded tens of
thousands of people throughout the United States, as U. The September 11 attacks were an enormous tactical
success for al-Qaeda. The strikes were well coordinated and hit multiple targets in the heart of the enemy, and
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the attacks were magnified by being broadcast around the world to an audience of untold millions. Not since
television viewers had watched the abduction and murder of Israeli athletes during the Munich Olympics in
had a massive global audience witnessed a terrorist attack unfold in real time. If al-Qaeda had been a largely
unknown organization before September 11, in the days after it became a household name. Evidence gathered
by the United States soon convinced most governments that the Islamic militant group al-Qaeda was
responsible for the attacks. The group had been implicated in previous terrorist strikes against Americans, and
bin Laden had made numerous anti-American statements. Within months thousands of militants were killed or
captured, and Taliban and al-Qaeda leaders were driven into hiding. In addition, the U. Meanwhile, security
measures within the United States were tightened considerably at such places as airports , government
buildings, and sports venues. Additionally, a cabinet-level Department of Homeland Security was established.
Despite their success in causing widespread destruction and death, the September 11 attacks were a strategic
failure for al-Qaeda. Such strikes will force the person to carry out random acts and provoke him to make
serious and sometimes fatal mistakes. Instead, they prepared only for possible U. And in the wake of the fall
of the Taliban, al-Qaeda was unable to recover anything like the status it once had as a terrorist organization
with considerable sway over Afghanistan. Bin Laden disastrously misjudged the possible U. Neither of these
two scenarios happened. Still, it was just the beginning of what would become the longest war in U.
Eventually, some prisoners would be held there, although the prison population was reduced to less than by
the time of the 10th anniversary of the September 11 attacks. In his State of the Union speech on January 29, ,
President Bush laid out a new doctrine of preemptive war, which went well beyond the long-established
principle that the United States would go to war to prevent an adversary launching an attack that imminently
threatened the country. I will not wait on events while dangers gather. I will not stand by as peril draws closer
and closer. Bush identified those dangerous regimes as an "axis of evil" that included Iran , Iraq , and North
Korea. Undersecretary of Defense Douglas J. Our main goal was preventing the next attack. On March 19, , on
the eve of the invasion of Iraq, President Bush issued the order for war: For the peace of the world and the
benefit and freedom of the Iraqi people, I hereby give the order to execute Operation Iraqi Freedom. May God
bless the troops. On March 20 the American-led invasion of Iraq began. Within three weeks U. The September
11 commission and its findings In President Bush had appointed a commission to look into the September 11
attacks, and two years later it issued its final report. The failure to watch-list the two al-Qaeda suspects with
the Department of State meant that they entered the United States under their real names with ease. The CIA
also did not alert the FBI about the identities of the suspected terrorists, which could have helped the bureau
locate them once they were inside the United States. According to the commission, this was the failure of not
just a few employees at the CIA but a large number of CIA officers and analysts. Some 50 to 60 CIA
employees read cables about the two al-Qaeda suspects without taking any action. Some of those officers
knew that one of the al-Qaeda suspects had a visa for the United States, and by May some knew that the other
suspect had flown to Los Angeles. The soon-to-be hijackers would not have been difficult to find in California
if their names had been known to law enforcement. A few weeks later Hazmi and Mihdhar were two of the
hijackers on the American Airlines flight that plunged into the Pentagon. Moussaoui, a French citizen of
Moroccan descent, was attending flight school in the summer of in Minnesota , where he attracted attention
from instructors because he had little knowledge of flying and did not behave like a typical aviation student.
The flight school contacted the FBI, and on August 16 Moussaoui was arrested on a visa overstay charge.
Although Moussaoui was not the "20th hijacker," as was widely reported later, he had received money from
one of the September 11 coordinators, Ramzi Binalshibh, and by his own account was going to take part in a
second wave of al-Qaeda attacks following the assaults on New York and Washington. Such a search would
have turned up his connection to Binalshibh, according to Republican Sen. Bin Laden evaded capture,
however, including in December , when he was tracked by U. Barack Obama , a small team of U. Within the
8-acre 3. The pools feature the largest man-made waterfalls in North America and are edged by bronze panels
inscribed with the names of the victims of the September 11 attacks as well as the names of the six people who
died as a result of the truck bombing of the World Trade Center in February The memorial and plaza were
designed by architects Michael Arad and Peter Walker, winners of a design competition that featured 5,
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submissions from 63 countries. The international impact of the September 11 attacks is demonstrated along
the ramp that descends into the museum by a multimedia exhibit featuring recorded reminiscences by people
from 43 countries in 28 languages.
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personally impressed by the documents section and some of the rare documents printed in full.

On Tuesday, 11 September , nineteen members of the Islamic terrorist group Al Qaeda perpetrated a
devastating, deadly assault on the United States , crashing airplanes into the Pentagon and the World Trade
Center , killing thousands. The fourth plane appeared headed for Washington, D. Compounding the horror, the
south and north towers of the Trade Center, their structures weakened by the heat of the blazes, collapsed
entirely, at The scope of the carnage and devastation, especially in Manhattan, overwhelmed Americans.
Besides the towers, several smaller buildings in the World Trade Center complex also collapsed. People
trapped on upper floors of the towers jumped or fell to their deaths. Hundreds of firefighters and rescue crews
who had hurried to the buildings were crushed when the towers collapsed. All told, 2, people died because of
confusion and difficulty in tracking down individuals, early estimates put the toll at more than 6, Thousands
more suffered severe physical injury or psychological trauma. Others were displaced from their homes and
offices for weeks or months. Some businesses lost large portions of their workforces or sustained financial
setbacks. Neighborhood restaurants and shops, which depended on the World Trade Center population for
business, struggled to stay solvent. Americans responded to the atrocities with shock and panic. Early in the
day, television news reported but retracted false rumors of other attacks, including a bombing at the State
Department, heightening the uncertainty of what might still happen. States of emergency were declared in
Washington and New York. The Federal Aviation Agency grounded all flights in the United States and
diverted all incoming foreign air traffic to Canada. Federal officials evacuated the White House and Congress
and then closed all federal buildings. The military was put on worldwide alert. Bush, attending a political
event in Florida, gave a brief statement at 9: Bush drew criticism for his decision and for promulgating a story,
which the White House later admitted was false, that his plane was a target of the terrorists. Shortly before 7 p.
Businesses closed for the day and in some cases much longer , as did the subways. Manhattan became a sea of
human beings fleeing the lower end of the island by foot. Bridges and tunnels leading into the borough were
closed. The municipal primary elections scheduled for that day, including the mayoral contest, were postponed
for two weeks. The stock market, located near the Trade Center, closed for the rest of the week. In December,
Time magazine named him "Man of the Year. Mostly Egyptians, Saudis, and Yemenis, the perpetrators
included both recent immigrants and those who had lived in the United States for several years. Some had
already been under suspicion but had managed to conceal their whereabouts. Authorities also alleged that
Zacarias Moussaoui, a French Muslim of Moroccan descent who had been arrested in August after suspicious
behavior at a flight school, was intended to be the twentieth hijacker in the plot. For several years, bin Laden
had been organizing and bankrolling terrorist activities around the world, directed against the United States,
other Western nations and individuals, and pro-Western Arab governments. He worked with a coalition of
fanatical Islamic groups, mostly in the Arab world, but also in Southeast and Central Asia , including
Egyptians who had assassinated their leader, Anwar Sadat , in These extremists opposed secular, modern, and
Western values, called for the withdrawal of American troops from Saudi Arabia , and adopted unremitting
violence against civilians as their instrument. Bin Laden and his associates had struck before. They engineered
the World Trade Center bombing, the assault on an American military barracks in Saudi Arabia , the
bombings of the American embassies in Kenya and Tanzania, and the bombing of the USS Cole, a destroyer
anchored in Yemen. The Bill Clinton administration had responded to these attacks by prosecuting those
perpetrators whom it could apprehend, by unsuccessfully seeking legal changes to ease the tracking of
terrorists, and by launching military strikes in against Sudan and Afghanistan, which supported Al Qaeda. Few
doubted, however, that more severe reprisals were needed after 11 September. On 14 September, Congress
passed a resolution authorizing the use of military force to fight terrorism. The United States also secured a
resolution on 12 September from the United Nations Security Council endorsing antiterrorism efforts, which,
while not explicitly approving military action, was generally interpreted as doing so. After a mere four
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weeksâ€”longer than some war hawks wantedâ€”American and British forces began bombing Afghanistan.
Despite a massive call-up of military reserves, the U. Instead, Western forces bombed key targets while
providing aid and coordination to the Northern Alliance, a coalition of Afghan rebels who did most of the
actual fighting. On 22 December, a new, interim government friendly to the United States took power. The
domestic response to the 11 September attacks was almost as dramatic as the military action abroad. A surge
of patriotism gripped the nation. The efficient performance of many federal and state agenciesâ€”law
enforcement, emergency relief, environmental protection, and othersâ€”boosted public confidence in
government to levels not seen in decades. President Bush appointed Pennsylvania Governor Tom Ridge to his
cabinet as the director of "homeland" security, while other officials ordered the closer monitoring of sites
ranging from nuclear reactors to reservoirs. Congress granted new powers to law enforcement officials. The
so-called USA Patriot Act, passed in October, gave authorities greater latitude in placing wiretaps and reading
E-mail, prompting a national debate about whether civil liberties were being needlessly curtailed. Also
controversial was a massive Justice Department dragnet that caught up hundreds of immigrants, mostly
Middle Easterners, many of whom were jailed for months for technical violations of immigration laws. In the
immediate aftermath of the attacks, fear was pervasive. For several days, bomb scares proliferated. More
troubling, starting in late September, several politicians and prominent news organizations received in the mail
packages containing deadly high-grade anthrax spores. Five people died from the disease, although many
more who were exposed recovered by taking antibiotics. Fear also centered on air travel, which decreased in
the short term as many Americans realized how lax airport security was. Airports immediately tightened their
security procedures after 11 September, creating long lines and frequent delays, but their policies remained
erratic and far from foolproof. Months later, airplanes were still transporting bags that had not been screened,
and private firms, not public employees, remained in control. Republican legislators blocked a plan to extend
federal support to laid-off airline employees as well. Within a few months after the attacks, daily life across
America had essentially returned to normal. But other events, notably a wave of corruption scandals at several
leading corporations, also vied for public attention. The war effort, which had successfully ousted the Taliban,
still enjoyed wide support, as did President Bush. The administration began planning for an attack on Iraq;
although the regime had no demonstrable links to Al Qaeda, its program to develop nuclear and chemical
weapons now appeared, in the wake of 11 September, to be an intolerable danger. Cite this article Pick a style
below, and copy the text for your bibliography.
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The impact and resulting fires caused the collapse of the Twin Towers and the destruction and damage of
other buildings in the World Trade Center complex. The Pentagon was severely damaged by the impact of the
airliner and the resulting fire. The hijackers also crashed a fourth plane into a field near Shanksville,
Pennsylvania after the passengers and flight crew attempted to regain control of the aircraft. The report faulted
both the Clinton and the Bush administrations with " failure of imagination. The first elaborated theories
appeared in Europe. One week after the attacks, the "inside job" theory was the subject of a thesis by a
researcher from the French National Centre for Scientific Research published in Le Monde. Other theories
sprang from the far corners of the globe within weeks. The Big Lie received little attention, but it remains one
of the principal sources for "trutherism". One explanation is that the rise in popularity stemmed more from
growing criticism of the Iraq War and the newly re-elected President George W. Bush than from any
discovery of new or more compelling evidence or an improvement in the technical quality of the presentation
of the theories. The distortions keep alive grievances and filter out facts that would challenge popular
prejudices and self-serving propaganda. It is a mainstream political reality. The list was ranked by following
and traction. Jones and Mike Berger have further added that the death of Osama bin Laden [59] did not change
their questions about the attacks, nor provide closure. There is a range of opinions about how this might have
been achieved. This, according to them, would lead to a general call for a new official investigation into the
events of September 11, According to Jonathan Kay, managing editor for comment at the Canadian
newspaper National Post [62] and author of the Among the Truthers: And then, when everybody is convinced,
then the population will rise up and demand a new investigation with government resources, and that
investigation will tell us what actually happened. A measure of abnormal long put volume was also examined
and seen to be at abnormally high levels in the days leading up to the attacks. Consequently, the paper
concludes that there is evidence of unusual option market activity in the days leading up to September 11 that
is consistent with investors trading on advance knowledge of the attacks. Poteshman, The Journal of Business
This study was intended to address the "great deal of speculation about whether option market activity
indicated that the terrorists or their associates had traded in the days leading up to September 11 on advance
knowledge of the impending attacks. On September 10, more trading in Chicago saw the purchase of 4, put
options in American Airlines, the other airline involved in the hijackings, with a mere call options in
American purchased that day. No other airline companies has unusual put to call ratio in the days leading up to
the attacks. Morgan Stanley , which occupied 22 floors at the World Trade Center, experienced
bigger-than-normal pre-attack trading of options that profited when stock prices fell. Other companies directly
affected by the tragedy had similar jumps. It was estimated that the trader or traders would have realized a five
million dollar profit. The Securities and Exchange Commission launched an insider trading investigation in
which Osama bin Laden was a suspect after receiving information from at least one Wall Street Firm. Some
unusual trading did in fact occur, but each such trade proved to have an innocuous explanation. For example,
the volume of put options â€” investments that pay off only when a stock drops in price â€” surged in the
parent companies of United Airlines on September 6 and American Airlines on September 10 â€” highly
suspicious trading on its face. Similarly, much of the seemingly suspicious trading in American on September
10 was traced to a specific U. These examples typify the evidence examined by the investigation. The SEC
and the FBI, aided by other agencies and the securities industry, devoted enormous resources to investigating
this issue, including securing the cooperation of many foreign governments. These investigators have found
that the apparently suspicious consistently proved innocuous. They set up hotlines between command centers
while NORAD increased its fighter coverage and installed radar to watch airspace over the continent.
September 11 attacks advance-knowledge conspiracy theories: Israel It has been claimed that Israeli agents
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may have had foreknowledge of the attacks. Four hours after the attack, the FBI arrested five Israelis who had
been filming the smoking skyline from the roof of a white van in the parking lot of an apartment building, for
"puzzling behavior. I thought it was very strange. World Trade Center controlled demolition conspiracy
theories Criticism of the reports published by NIST on the destruction of the World Trade Center buildings
plays a central role in theories about an alleged controlled demolition. The picture shows the simulated
exterior buckling of 7 WTC during the collapse. The plane crashes and resulting fires caused the collapse of
the World Trade Center. Controlled demolition conspiracy theories say the collapse of the North Tower, South
Tower, or of 7 World Trade Center was caused by explosives installed in the buildings in advance. Jones ,
architect Richard Gage , software engineer Jim Hoffman , and theologian David Ray Griffin , argue that the
aircraft impacts and resulting fires could not have weakened the buildings sufficiently to initiate a catastrophic
collapse, and that the buildings would not have collapsed completely, nor at the speeds that they did, without
additional factors weakening the structures. Jones, and others state that thermite and nano-thermite composites
in the dust and debris were found following the collapse of the three buildings. The article contained no
scientific rebuttal and the editor in chief of the publication subsequently resigned. Federal investigators at the
National Institute of Standards and Technology state that enormous quantities of thermite would have to be
applied to the structural columns to damage them, but Jones disputed this, saying that he and others were
investigating "superthermite". Blanchard also said that a verifiable chain of possession needs to be established
for the tested beams, which did not occur with the beams Jones tested, raising questions of whether the metal
pieces tested could have been cut away from the debris pile with acetylene torches, shears, or other potentially
contaminated equipment while on site, or exposed to trace amounts of thermite or other compounds while
being handled, while in storage, or while being transferred from Ground Zero to memorial sites. Excavating
equipment was cooled by water spray due to concerns about melting from underground fires. Jones also said
that molten steel found in the rubble was evidence of explosives, as an ordinary airplane fire would not
generate enough heat to produce this, citing photographs of red debris being removed by construction
equipment, but Blanchard said that if there had been any molten steel in the rubble any excavation equipment
encountering it would have been immediately damaged. It has been theorized the "thermite material" found
was primer paint. Thomas said that in order to cut through a vertical steel beam, special high-temperature
containment must be added to prevent the molten iron from dropping down, and that the thermite reaction is
too slow for it to be practically used in building demolition. Thomas pointed out that when Jesse Ventura hired
New Mexico Tech to conduct a demonstration showing nanothermite slicing through a large steel beam, the
nanothermite produced copious flame and smoke but no damage to the beam, even though it was in a
horizontal, and therefore optimal position. NIST and many scientists refuse to debate conspiracy theorists
because they feel it would give those theories unwarranted credibility. Instead, they argue that the Pentagon
was hit by a missile launched by elements from inside the U. Some claim that the holes in the Pentagon walls
were far too small to have been made by a Boeing The Big Lie became available in more than a dozen
languages. The French newspaper Liberation called the book "a tissue of wild and irresponsible allegations,
entirely without foundation. What the Physical Evidence Shows", and by others broadly refuting the role of
other conspiracies in the attacks. The remains of passengers from Flight 77 were indeed found at the Pentagon
crash site and their identities confirmed by DNA analysis. Further, Flight 77 passengers made phone calls
reporting that their airplane had been hijacked. For example, passenger Renee May called her mother to tell
her that the plane had been hijacked and that the passengers had been herded to the back of the plane. Another
passenger named Barbara Olson called her husband U. Solicitor General Theodore Olson and said that the
flight had been hijacked, and that the hijackers had knives and box cutters. On May 16, , the government
released the Pentagon security camera videos to Judicial Watch. Out of the four planes hijacked on that day,
Flight 93 was the only one not to reach its target. David Ray Griffin and Alex Jones say that large parts of the
plane including the main body of the engine landed miles away from the main wreckage site, too far away for
an ordinary plane crash. Jones says that planes usually leave a small debris field when they crash, and that this
is not compatible with reports of wreckage found farther away from the main crash site. One person claimed
that the main body of the engine was found miles away from the main wreckage site with damage comparable
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to that which a heat-seeking missile would do to an airliner. CNN reported that investigators found debris
from the crash at least eight miles away from the crash site, including in New Baltimore. The same article
quotes FBI agent Bill Crowley that, "Lighter, smaller debris probably shot into the air on the heat of a fireball
that witnesses said shot several hundred feet into the air after the jetliner crashed. The road between the two
locations takes a roundabout route of 6. Often cited is a preliminary news report that Flight 93 landed at a
Cleveland airport; [] it was later learned that Delta Flight was the plane confused with Flight 93, and the report
was retracted as inaccurate. The editor of the article has since written a rebuttal to the claims. When the FBI
released photographs four days after the cited reports on September 27, the mistaken identities were quickly
resolved. According to Bradley, "all of this is attributable to the chaos that prevailed during the first few days
following the attack. They should simply have been stopped at the border. That was sixteen of the nineteen.
Obviously, if even half of those people had been stopped, there never would have been a plot. Immigration, so
both men were able to legally enter the U. Saddam Hussein and al-Qaeda link allegations and Foreign
government foreknowledge There are allegations that individuals within the Pakistani Inter-Services
Intelligence ISI may have played an important role in financing the attacks. There are also claims that other
foreign intelligence agencies, such as the Israeli Mossad , had foreknowledge of the attacks, and that Saudi
Arabia may have played a role in financing the attacks. General Hamid Gul , a former head of ISI, believes the
attacks were an "inside job" originating in the United States, perpetrated by Israel or neo-conservatives. Israel
A conspiracy theory documented by the Anti-Defamation League , Thom Burnett and others is that the state of
Israel was involved in the attacks, and may have planned them. A variety of motives are suggested, including:
Variants of the theory contend that the attack was organized by Ariel Sharon , Mossad , or the government of
Israel. It asserted that many of the theories were modern manifestation of the 19th century Protocols of the
Elders of Zion , which purported to map out a Jewish conspiracy for world domination. A number of
prominent Saudi charities and banks as well as a leading member of the al-Saud royal family were accused of
being "agents and alter egos" for the Saudi state that "knowingly" provided funding to al-Qaeda and
encouraged anti Western sentiment. Congress Joint Inquiry that are withheld from publication [] [] until July
15,
7: Books | â€œThe 9/11 Encyclopediaâ€• by Stephen E. Atkins | www.enganchecubano.com
9/11 was a series of attacks conducted by Jews Mossad, with the full cooperation of the Vice President of the United
States (Dick Cheney) and his good friends in the American-Israeli political lobby.

8: The 9/11 Encyclopedia - ABC-CLIO - Literati by Credo
Commemorating the 10th anniversary of the attacks on the World Trade Center and Pentagon, The 9/11 Encyclopedia:
Second Edition offers valuable perspective on this emotionally charged and multidimensional subject. This
comprehensive two-volume encyclopedia details the events leading up to the attacks, going back a decade prior to 9/11,
and covers all the major players involved.

9: The 9/11 Encyclopedia, 2nd Edition [2 volumes]: Second Edition - Google Books
September 11 attacks, also called 9/11 attacks, series of airline hijackings and suicide attacks committed in by 19
militants associated with the Islamic extremist group al-Qaeda against targets in the United States, the deadliest terrorist
attacks on American soil in U.S. history.
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